Robust utter margins can be computed for an aeroelastic model with respect to an associated uncertainty description that describes modeling errors. An on-line implementation to compute these robust margins is considered. 
Robust utter margins can be computed for an aeroelastic model with respect to an associated uncertainty description that describes modeling errors. An on-line implementation to compute these robust margins is considered. The on-line approach generates uncertainty descriptions at test points and can account for time-varying errors in the model. A utterometer is introduced as an on-line tool to indicate a measure of distance to utter during a ight utter test. Such a tool is formulated based on robust utter margin analysis. A ight test of an F/A-18 is simulated to demonstrate the performance of the utterometer. This tool is clearly more informative than traditional tracking of damping trends and provides accurate information about the true utter margin throughout the ight test. The simulation demonstrates characteristics of the utterometer that could improve ight test ef ciency by increasing safety and reducing ight time for envelope expansion. 
Introduction F
LIGHT utter testing is the process of envelope expansion that determines a range of ight conditions within which an aircraft is safe from aeroelastic instabilities. This testing, which must be done for new and modi ed aircraft, incurs dramatic time and costs because of the danger associated with encountering unpredicted instabilities. A particular concern is the onset of explosive utter that is characterizedby a sudden loss of stability between test points with a small change in ight conditions. 1 Traditional methods of ight utter testing analyze system parameters, such as damping levels, that vary with ight condition to monitor aircraft stability. 2 A real-time method to estimate the damping levels was developed based on a recursive prediction-error method. 3 This method was extended to improve the estimates by considering an extended Kalman lter in the formulation. 4 On-line methods using both time-domain and frequency-domain characteristics of turbulence response data have also been formulated to estimate dampings. 5 These methods monitored stability at test points, but they were of limited usefulness for predicting the onset of utter. Damping may be highly nonlinear as ight conditions vary, and so damping trends may indicate stability despite proximity to an explosive utter condition. An alternative eigenspace method was formulated based on orthogonality between eigenvectors, but this method uses a parameter that, similar to damping, may vary nonlinearly with ight condition. 6 Received 11 March 1998; revision received 18 March 2000; accepted for publication 21 The concept of a utter margin was introduced in conjunction with a method that could predict the onset of utter by analyzing data at subcriticalairspeeds. 7 This method considered the interaction of two modes in the utter mechanism to formulate a stability parameter that varied quadratically with dynamic pressure. This utter margin technique was extended to consider several modes interacting as the utter mechanism and demonstrate a prediction method for higher-order utter. 8¡ 10 These utter margins have been used for wind-tunnel and ight-test programs 11, 12 ; however, the method is of limited applicability for general ight utter testing because the assumptions of few modes coupling and the requirements to observe those modes may be too restrictive.
Stability parameters were also introduced as utter margins that consider an autoregressive moving average process to describe the aeroelastic dynamics. One parameter was based on determinants from a stability criterion for discrete-time systems that are excited by random turbulence. 13, 14 A similar parameter was developed by extending the determinant method to consider short data segments with assumptions of local stationarity. 15 Another extension to this method derived a similar stability parameter but relaxed the requirements for stationarity. 16 These utter margins can be applied to complex systems and require only turbulence for excitation; however, the utter boundary is computed by extrapolating a nonlinear function and may be misleading.
A robust stability approach to formulate a utter margin has been developed that considers a state-space model of the aircraft. 17 This method is based on a formal mathematical concept of robustness using the structured singular value l that guarantees a level of modeling errors to which the aircraft is robustly stable. 18 A realistic representation of these errors can be formulated by describing differences between predicted responses and measured ight data. 19 This method was used to compute utter margins for an F/A-18 and to demonstrate the potential errors that may exist in the margins computed by a traditional p-k analysis. 20 This paper extends the l method to consider on-line estimation of utter margins during a ight test. An on-line approach is developed that uses ight data from a series of test points to compute utter margins as the envelope is expanded. 21 The ight data are not used to estimate model parameters or identify a transfer function; rather, the data are only used to update the uncertainty description for the theoretical model. This approach avoids several dif culties in trying to estimate a high-order model from ight data that have low signalto-noise ratios, 22 but still accounts for time-varying dynamics by updating the uncertainty description to describe changing errors between the aircraft and the nominal model. This method is preferable to other ight utter test methods because the stability parameter l is essentially linear with changes in ight condition, so that instabilities can be accurately predicted. Also, this method can easily consider realistically high-order models and does not make assumptions about the number or type of modes that interact as the utter mechanism.
The concept of a utterometer is introduced as a ight-test tool to indicate the proximity of a utter condition. This tool is based on the on-line l method and tracks the time-varying utter margins as the envelope is expanded. A simulated ight test of an F/A-18 is used to demonstrate the advantages of the utterometer as compared to traditional tracking of damping. The utterometer continually provides accurate information about the utter margin whereas the damping trends do not indicate an impending instability until the utter margin is very small.
µ Method
The concept of a robust utter margin was developed by introducing tools for the analysis of robust stability from control theory to the analysis of utter for aeroelasticity. This is a signi cant departure from traditional concepts used by aeroelasticians and, thus, deserves a signi cant explanation; however, such a tutorial is outside the scope of this paper. This section gives only a brief and informal description of the issues, but it serves to outline the basic ideals and present a conceptual overview of robust utter margins. The interested reader is directed to the detailed treatments that extensively document the material as cited in Refs. 17, 19 , and 20.
Stability Analysis
Robust stability as de ned by l considers the characteristics of a model with uncertain elements. Any dynamical model uses essentially best-guess values in the equations of motion that are usually close, but not identical, to the true values. For example, the stiffness of elastic modes can be estimated from vibration testing, but there is always some amount of error in the value; l allows stability to be analyzed for the range of errors of the best-guess model.
The uncertainty associatedwith a model in the l framework uses a deterministic approach such that the errors are described simply by a range of values. This framework differs from stochastic approaches in that there is no probability distribution for the errors; rather, it is assumed that any value within range should be considered. A possible error is represented by an operator D such that the norm-bounded set of operators D represents the entire bounded range of errors:
These errors D are associated with a model P in a feedback manner as shown in Fig. 1 . This relationship may seem overly restricted, but there are actually many types of modeling errors that can be easily represented in this fashion. The notion of a linear fractional transformation has been introduced to describe the mathematics that allow complex systems to be represented by this simple feedback relationship. 23 A simple evaluation of the closed-loop transfer function shows that the signals in Fig. 1 are allowed to be in nite, indicating an instability, if the norm of the loop gain k PD k 1 is allowed to be unity. The norm condition can actually be stated as requiring that k Pk 1 not be unity because all D 2 D are norm bounded by 1. This gives rise to the small gain theorem 24 that basically states the model P is robust to the error D if k Pk 1 < 1.
The structured singular value l (Ref. 18 ) is de ned as a measure for robust stability of a model with respect to an uncertainty set: The model is guaranteed to be robustly stable to all uncertaintiesthat are norm bounded by unity if l ( P) < 1. This condition is similar in nature to the condition related by the small gain theorem; however, the l condition may be less conservative for systems with structured uncertainty descriptions.
Aeroelastic Models with Uncertainty
Aeroelastic models are often developed by relating a nite element model of a structure with an analysis code that describes the unsteady aerodynamics during harmonic motion of that structure. The concept of uncertainty is not generally considered by aeroelasticians, and so it may not be immediately obvious that l is a useful tool to utilize. Fortunately, aeroelastic models with uncertainty can easily be formulated as linear fractional transformations and, thus, l is a practical approach for analyzing utter. This section relates the basic ideas, but formal derivations can be obtained from Ref. 17 .
The l method for stability analysis requires the model to be represented as a state-space system. The structural dynamics are easily derived for this model by extracting the mass, stiffness, and damping matricesfrom a generalizedcoordinate description. The aerodynamics can be formulated by representing the frequency-varying forces as rational function approximations. 25 The structural dynamics and aerodynamics are related by the standard aeroelastic equation with x as the state vector. Assume the unsteady aerodynamics are represented by a constant matrix Q to simplify the following derivation.
The main issue associated with robustness analysis is the inclusion of uncertainty. This is accomplished by introducing unknown, but norm-bounded, parameters to represent the uncertainty. Consider the stiffness matrix in the model K 0 to be assumed to be within 10% of the true stiffness. Thus, the analysis should consider
. This range of stiffness values can be represented by
The basic aeroelastic equation for this analysis is written as the following:
This system can be written in state-space form by replacing the explicit dependence on D with an implicit dependence through feedback signals w and z. Consider the following state-space model:
This state-space model can be associated with the unknown D through a feedback relationship as shown in Fig. 1 . A straightforward algebraic computation demonstrates that the range of model dynamics for this feedback formulation is identical to the range of dynamics in Eq. (2). Thus, the l framework can be used to describe common types of modeling errors. The type of uncertainty introduced in Eq. (2) is referred to as parametric uncertainty because the unknown variable is directly associated with a model parameter. Examples of parametric uncertainties include errors in structural parameters like stiffness and damping and errors in lag terms that describe the unsteady aerodynamics. Aeroelastic models will often have parametric uncertainties and also general dynamic uncertainties. The dynamic uncertainties are useful for describing errors and variations that can not be easily associated with a speci c parameter. Examples of dynamic uncertainties include magnitude and phase variations in excitation and sensor response measurements.
The actual choice of uncertainty description is not uniform for all generalized aeroelastic models. There may be several types of uncertainty, such as parametric uncertainty in structural stiffness, that could logically be applied to most models; however, this is not necessarily the best way to represent the true modeling error. Each model should be evaluated to determine how the construction of that model may have introduced errors. For example, the errors in an aerodynamic model that has been generated by a doublet lattice algorithm may be quite different than the errors generated by a constant panel algorithm. Consideration of modeling processes is often the most logical method of choosing uncertainties in models.
Robust Flutter Margins
A utter margin is traditionally de ned as the change in ight condition between a test point and the onset of aeroelasticinstability. In this case, l can be used to generate such a utter margin; however, the powerful mathematics associated with l allow the resulting utter margin to be conceptually more informative than a traditional margin. This extra information is the basis for the difference between a traditional utter margin and a robust utter margin.
A traditional utter margin can easily be computed using l by noting the similarities between the two concepts. A utter margin is actually the smallest destabilizing change in dynamic pressure whereas l describes the smallest destabilizing perturbation to a system. Thus, the idea is to let l compute the smallest destabilizing perturbation to dynamic pressure. This is accomplished by introducing an unknown perturbation dq to the dynamic pressure of a model and then formulating the system as in Fig. 1 . The resulting margin computed by l should be essentially identical to a margin computed using, for example, a p-k algorithm because each uses a linear model but does not consider any modeling error.
A robust utter margin differs from a traditional margin by considering modeling error in the analysis. Essentially, the robust utter margin is de ned as the largest increase to dynamic pressure that may be considered for which the model remains robustly stable to an uncertainty description. For example, consider if the robust utter margin is 1000 psf with respect to 10% error in stiffness. This means that the dynamic pressure can be increased by 999 psf and the system will not experience utter even if the true stiffness varies by up to 10% in magnitude.
The concept of a robust utter margin can also be explained by considering the simple example in Eq. (2). This equation actually describes a whole set of models that are generated by all possible variations to stiffness between ¡ 10 and 10%. Each model in this set has a unique utter margin. The robust utter margin is simply the smallest utter margin for every model in the set. Thus, the robust utter margin is also known as a worst-case utter margin with respect to an uncertainty description.
The computation of robust utter margins is more complicated than the straightfoward l analysis that computes nominal utter margins. The robust utter margins are computed by iterating over a scalar weighting that affects the dynamic pressure perturbation until the condition of l = 1 is satis ed. 17 This condition is required to ensure that the robust utter margin is valid and has the least amount of conservatism with respect to the modeling uncertainty. This scalar weighting is directly analogous to the robust utter margin because the model is robustly stable to perturbations in dynamic pressure less then the weighting multiplied by a unity uncertainty perturbation.
Flutterometer On-Line Implementation
The utterometer is de ned as a tool that predicts utter margins during a ight test. One desired property of this tool is that it be analytically predictive as opposed to the questionable predictions that result from extrapolating nonlinear damping trends. Another desired property is that this tool consider ight data as opposed to best-guess predictions that result from computational models.
The l method is ideally suited as the basis approach for a utterometer. This method computes utter margins using the powerful mathematics derived for l , and so does not rely on inexact extrapolating techniques. Also, the model and associated uncertainty used for l can be formulated and updated from analysis of ight data so that the margins are not based purely on theoretical assumptions.
Consider the basic procedures for ight utter testing. 2 First, the aircraft is trimmed at a stable ight condition on the edge of the cleared envelope. Some type of excitation is initiated and the aeroelastic responses are measured at various points throughout the structure. These excitations and responses are telemetered to the control room where stability parameters are determined. The parameters are analyzed and used to determine if utter is imminent or if the envelope can be expanded and the procedure repeated.
A utterometer based on l can easily be implemented on-line for such a ight-test program by computing robust utter margins at each test point. The procedure involves updating the model using current ight data, deriving a valid uncertainty description, and computing l with respect to that uncertainty to determine the robust utter margin. The utterometer is updated at each test point to re ect the new robust utter margin that is computed.
Many ight analysis facilities are increasing computational resources such that an on-line utterometer can be implemented with a reasonable udpate rate that will not necessarilyincrease ight time. The accessibility of multiple computers will further assist the ighttest analysis such that the utterometer does not replace tracking of damping trends; rather, this tool augments traditional information used for envelope expansion. Also, utterometers can be implemented using different data analysis approaches to compare different utter margins on separate computers and provide additional information about aeroelastic stability.
The utterometer described in this paper makes direct use of the linear dependence of the aeroelastic dynamics on dynamic pressure. The l method uses this dependence to compute robust utter margins by considering linear perturbations to dynamic pressure. Thus, the utterometer computes utter margins in terms of dynamic pressure. A utterometer has been formulated for ight tests that vary Mach but keep constant dynamic pressure; however, this paper will only consider ight tests that keep Mach constant and vary dynamic pressure.
Model Updating
It is essential that the utterometer uses ight data to provide information about the actual aircraft dynamics. Analytical models are valuable because they are usually based on high-delity nite element representations that agree with physical intuition about the dynamics; however, these models are only assumptions. Flutter margins from the utterometer can only be accepted with con dence if they consider ight data.
Flight data are used by the utterometer for model updating. Consider that the approach is based on applying the l method at each test point to a model with an associateduncertainty description. The resulting stability margin will only be valid if the model and uncertainty are realistic representations of the aircraft dynamics. Flight data can be used to provide this needed measure of realism by altering or updating the model based on observed characteristics.
There are actually two parts to the model used for l analysis; namely, that the model consists of a nominal plant that represents the dynamics and an associated uncertainty description. The ight data can be used to update either or both of these parts of the model. The approach to model updating that is utilized for this paper is to update only the uncertainty description. Essentially, uncertainty is associated with a nominal plant to describe any variations between expected responses of that plant and responses measured with ight data. A model validation algorithm is used to ensure that the range of responses allowed by the uncertain model is suf cient to bound the ight data.
The approach of updating only the uncertainty description implies that the initial best-guess plant is not changed throughout the ight. This approach may seem counterintuitive from an information theoretic point of view that should assume the nominal model is more known with more ight data. Instead, the simple approach described here can be interpreted as saying the bounded variations in the model are more known with more ight data. For instance, the best way to insure a linear model accounts for a structure with small nonlinearities may be with a bounded range of stiffness values as opposed to estimating a new stiffness for each ight data set.
An advantage to updating only the uncertainty description and not the nominal plant can be seen by considering poor ight data. If the data are noisy or suffer from poor excitation, then parameter estimation algorithms may not be able to identify a reasonable model. Thus, any predictions from that model may be exceedingly poor and misleading. The utterometer will be better able to handle such poor data because it will simply use the initial best-guess plant and uncertainties formulated from any previous data sets. In this way, the utterometer reverts to analyzing the best-guess theoretical model in the absence of any useful ight data.
Formulations of the utterometer that consider simultaneous updating of the nominal model and its associated uncertainty description have been considered. Such an approach based on wavelet processing was used for robust aeroservoelastic analysis of an F/A-18 aircraft. 26 It is straightforward to extend the utterometer as outlined in this paper to consider more advanced schemes of model updating.
Approaches to Utilize Flight Data
A ight utter test typically generates response data at many test points as the envelope is expanded. The utterometer can be implemented to compute robust utter margins that are robust with respect to different uncertainty sets. These uncertainty sets are derived by considering different approaches to utilize ight data. Some obvious approaches are denoted as local and global and are on-line counterparts to similarly named post ight approaches. 17 A local approach computes the smallest uncertainty set at each test point such that the model is not invalidated by the current ight data. No knowledge of past uncertainties or data are used. This approach may seem logical when considering test points throughout different ight regimes. For example, subsonic models are typically more accurate than transonic models and so should not be affected by the large uncertainty required to validate transonic models. The local approach may be the least conservative method with respect to uncertainty, but the resulting margins could be overly optimistic if errors in critical dynamics are not suf ciently observed at a test point.
A global approach computes the smallest uncertainty set at each test point such that the model is not invalidated by the current and all previous ight data. Thus, uncertainty levels can never decrease as the envelope expands. The uncertainty at the beginning of a test point is needed for validation with previous data so that the model will either not be invalidated by the new data or more uncertainty will be needed. This approach assumes that errors noted at a test point are probably valid at all test points. Consider that models within a small range of subsonic ight points are often similar in nature, but the data sets may indicate very different errors because of inef cient excitation and measuring. The global approach may be more conservative, but the safety of the resulting margins is increased because the analysis is less susceptible to poor excitation at a test point.
Hybrid approaches are also formulated that mix the local and global approaches. One straightforward hybrid approach would be to generate an uncertainty description using all data from a small set of test points. This approach may be useful for separately considering sets of plant models that are generated using differenttechniques. For example, the modeling package used for this paper computes all subsonic plant models with a doublet lattice algorithm, whereas the supersonic models are generated with constant pressure panel algorithms. 27 A hybrid approach could be used to re ect this knowledge and consider groups of subsonic, supersonic, and transonic models independently.
Simulation Aircraft Model
A ight utter test is simulated to demonstrate the on-line implementation of a utterometer and compare with a traditional tracking of damping trends. The simulation uses models that are developed to represent the aeroelastic dynamics at Mach 1.2 of the F/A-18 Systems ResearchAircraft(SRA). This aircraftis a two-seatcon guration ghter with production engines that has been used for ight utter test researchat NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
28
A wingtip excitation system is implemented on this aircraft to excite structural modes over a range of frequencies. 29 Responses to this excitation are measured by accelerometers at the leading and trailing edges along the wings.
There are three linear state-space models used in the simulation: P true , represents the true aircraft dynamics; P nom , represents the nominal theoretical model; and P rob , represents the robust theoretical model. P true is assumed to represent the true F/A-18 SRA aeroelastic dynamics at Mach 1.2 and the ight test simulates its envelope expansion. This model is derived from a nite element model that was used for utter analysis of the F/A-18 SRA by the l method and the p-k method. 20 The mass of P true is time varying throughout the simulation and represents the effect of fuel burning at the supersonic ight conditions. The mass is initially 95% of the full-fuel heavyweight mass at the start of the simulation and decreases to 90% of the heavyweight mass after 20 min of ight time. These values are chosen to be representative of reasonable fuel variations that are observed in ight.
A utter analysis of P true indicates that the trailing-edge ap mode is the critical utter mode. The dynamic pressure at which utter occurs for this model at Mach 1.2 varies fromq = 2360 lb/ft 2 for P true at 95% of heavyweight mass toq = 2255 lb/ft 2 for P true at 90% of heavyweight mass. The natural frequency of this mode remains relativelyunchanged near 27.36 Hz despite the 5% variation in mass. The ight data analysis for the simulation will focus on this critical mode, although the utterometer actually considers the dynamics over a broad frequency range.
The nominal model P nom , is used as the theoretical model of P true . It is assumed the actual dynamics of P true are not known; instead, the dynamics of P nom are used to predict utter margins. P nom has 84 states that result from 14 structural modes and an additional 56 states used to model the unsteady aerodynamic forces. This model is formulated in the l framework and includes the perturbation to dynamic pressure dq that allows a range of ight conditions to be considered.
There are several errors in the nominal model such that P nom is not a completely accurate representation of P true . These errors include incorrect structural damping and mass matrices. The damping of P nom is too high and is 12% greater than the damping of P true . Also, the mass of P nom is constant at the value of the full-fuel heavyweight condition and does not account for fuel burn during ight. These errors are chosen because of speci c variations between models and ight data noted from a previous F/A-18 utter project; however, they represent typical errors that are often found in aeroelastic models. 2 The robust model P rob , is comprised of the nominal model P nom , and an associated uncertainty set to describe errors and unmodeled dynamics. This model uses operators D A and D in , and an extraneous noise affecting the sensors to describe the uncertainty. Also, P rob is formulated in the l framework and includes the perturbation dq to affect dynamic pressure and describe changes in the aircraft dynamics associated with changes in ight condition.
The uncertainty operator D A affects the modal parameters of the state matrix and accounts for errors in natural frequencies and dampings. This operator is a real diagonal matrix with separate scalar elements affecting the parameters of each mode. The interconnection between D A and P nom is initially weighted to allow 5% uncertainty in each natural frequency and 15% uncertainty in each damping parameter.
The uncertainty operator D in is a complex multiplicative uncertainty affecting the excitation force. A weighting function W in , reectsthe frequency-varying levelsof multiplicative uncertainty such that there is little error at low frequency but there is signi cant error above 40 Hz because of unmodeled dynamics:
The block diagram for P rob in the l framework with uncertainty operators is given in Fig. 2 .
Flight Test
The simulation is designed to model the procedures used in a real ight utter test. For ease of presentation, only the simulated ight test to determine the utter boundary at Mach 1.2 for the symmetric modes is discussed. Flutter clearance of the entire ight envelope including antisymmetric modes is a straightforward extension to this simulation.
The ight-test procedure expands the envelope by performing several operations at a series of test points 2 : 1) decrease altitude to raiseq by 100 lb/ft 2 , 2) measure symmetric response data, 3) determine an uncertainty set such that the ight data do not invalidate the model, 4) compute modal damping levels, and 5) compute robust utter margin. The simulation is initialized at the dynamic pressure ofq = 100 lb/ft 2 and altitude of 68.8 kilofeet (kft), and the aircraft steadily decreases altitude until reaching the rst test point atq = 700 lb/ft 2 and 27.7 kft. Further test points occur at intervals of 100 lb/ft 2 until the onset of a utter condition. Naturally, during a real ight test the aircraft would not purposely approach a utter margin so closely, but encountering the utter condition serves to demonstrate the accuracy of the computed utter margins for the simulation.
Time is not a commanded variable in this simulation, and so the length of the ight test is determined by the computational analysis time. The only known function of time is the ight path between test points. The aircraft is instructed to increase the dynamic pressure by 100 lb/ft 2 and stabilize at Mach 1.2 in 30 s. The ight path as determined by the dynamic pressure for Mach 1.2 during the entire simulation is given in Fig. 3 . The horizontal portions of the ight path indicate time spent at a test point for which the ight conditions do not change. The length of time at each test point is determined by the computational cost of modal validation and robust utter margin analysis. The unequal computational times at different test points demonstrated in Fig. 3 is due to variations in the number of iterations required to generate and validate increased uncertainty levels and compute the corresponding l levels.
The true aircraft dynamics are time varying due to decreasing mass of P true throughout the simulation. The nominal and robust plant models used for utter margin prediction are formulated for the heavyweight ight condition and, thus, are progressively worse representations of the true aircraft dynamics. Consequently, the amount of uncertainty associated with the robust model must increase to ensure that the allowed range of dynamic variations includes the true dynamics. The initial mass is chosen as 95% of the full-fuel heavyweight condition and decreases at a rate of 5% of the heavyweight value for 20 min of ight time. The mass of P true throughout the simulation is shown in Fig. 4 and has no horizontal segments because mass is continuously decreasing whether the aircraft is at a test point or transitioning to a new test point.
The time-varying mass will affect every aeroelastic modal response. The decrease in mass will appear as increases in natural frequency and damping. The modal characteristics for the trailingedge ap mode of P true atq = 1000 lb/ft 2 are x = 25.68 Hz and f = 0.0125 for 95% of heavyweight mass and x = 25.74 Hz and f = 0.0131 for 90% of heavyweight mass. P rob must be robust to these changes in modal dynamics and the corresponding change in utter margins of P true .
The uncertainty levels of P rob are analyzed at each test point to ensure the measured ight data does not invalidate the model. If the robust model is invalidated, then the uncertainty weights are iteratively increased and analyzed until the amount of uncertainty is suf cient to account for the observed variations between P true and P rob . This simulation increases the amount of modal uncertainty to ensure the ight data could be generated by the robust model while keeping the amount of input multiplicative uncertainty constant. This approach was used because it is anticipated that the only time-varying errors in the model would be associated with speci c parameters so that the parametric uncertainty is the logical operator to update.
The actual time-varying levels of the parameteric uncertainty are chosen automatically by the utterometer tool and not in uenced by any user interaction. These levels are chosen by iterating over perturbation magnitudes until the ight data at each test point does not invalidate the model. The utterometer demonstrates that the largest increases in uncertainty are associatedwith the dampings and that smaller increases are associated with the natural frequencies. The amount of uncertainty in damping throughout the simulation is expressed as a percent of the nominal damping value in Fig. 5 . The initial uncertainty levels in the simulation are prede ned based on previous analysis of the F/A-18 SRA aircraft and models. Figure 5 demonstrates that this initial uncertainty level of approximately 15% is suf cient to validate the robust model according to ight data recorded between 3 and 8 min of the simulation. Increases in the damping uncertainty are generated at several points between 8 and 14 min of the simulation. The amount of these increases is determined solely by the model validation algorithm. A nal level of 21% is required to validate the model at the ight condition of 18 min. The damping uncertainty levels do not increase after 19 min because the model validation procedure encounters some conditioning problems for the models that have damping values of less than 0.005 and are extremely close to an instability.
On-Line Flutter Margins
Flutter pressures are computed at each testpoint using the nominal model and the associated levels of uncertainty that are required to validate the model with ight data from that test point. Figure 6 presents these robust and nominal utter pressures along with the true utter pressures.
The true utter pressure is time varying and re ects the change in dynamics that results from the decreasing mass. The nominal utter pressure is initially close to the true utter pressure; however, the nominal plant does not account for time-varying mass, and so the accuracy of the nominal utter pressure steadily decreases. The robust utter pressure is initially constant and similar to the nominal utter pressure; however, the uncertainty description is altered after several test points, and so the robust utter pressure has a timevarying behavior.
The utterometer is implemented in this simulation to demonstrate the information that would be available throughout the ight test from an on-line implementation of the l method. This tool is implemented to describe the largest increase in dynamic pressure to which the aircraft model is robustly stable and to which the envelope may be safely expanded. Figure 7 displays the utterometer readings throughout the simulation and clearly shows that the on-line l method continuously presents valuable information relating to the true utter margin despite unmodeled time-varying dynamics.
The on-line implementation based on updates at test points allows the robust utter margin to remain conservative with respect to the time-varying true utter margin. This conservatism is a direct result of the worst-case nature of the l computation with respect to the uncertainty description. The uncertainty is chosen to ensure the robust model encompasses the dynamics of the true model at each point so that the resulting robust margin should be no greater than the true margin. Note that the robust margin is only conservative to the true margin at the test point from which data are measured because the uncertainty description can not account for changes in dynamics resulting from future unknown time-varying effects that have not been observed.
The utterometer is implemented in this simulation to demonstrate the information that would be available throughout the ight test from an on-line implementation of the l method. This tool is implemented to describe the largest increase in dynamic pressure to which the aircraftmodel is robustly stable and to which the envelope may be safely expanded. Figure 7 displays the utterometer readings throughout the simulation and clearly shows that the on-line l method continuously presents valuable information relating to the true utter margin despite unmodeled time-varying dynamics.
The bene ts of the l -based utterometer are easily seen when considering the traditional method of predicting utter margins based on the evolution of modal damping as shown in Fig. 8 . Tracking modal damping is clearly inferior to the l method for on-line utter prediction. Modal damping provides little information until minute 17, when the aircraft is approaching utter. After that time, damping shows a decreasing trend to indicate proximity to an instability; however, the nonlinear behavior precludes calculating the exact proximity of that instability.
Computational Cost
The ef ciency of any ight utter test program is directly measured by the ability to compute accurate utter margins in a minimal amount of ight time without sacri cing the safety of the pilot and aircraft. This simulation demonstrates that computing robust utter margins can be ef ciently performed in an on-line manner for ight test programs using the utterometer concept. This simulation used a 200-MHz Pentium personal computer with standard software 23 to implement the utterometer.
The computation time at each test point is dependent on the number of iterations required to derive and validate an uncertainty description and also the computation of l with respect to that uncertainty description. The time to compute l is similar at every test point because the model dimension is unchanged; therefore, the biggest variations in cost result from different numbers of iterations to derive an uncertainty description that does not fail the model validation condition. These computation times are shown in Fig. 9 with circles representing the analysis time at a speci c test point.
The 3-min test point marks the rst robust utter margin computation so that the computation time re ects the processing that is needed to derive a valid uncertainty description. This initial uncertainty set is conservative to the time-varying dynamics until the eighth minute, as evidenced by the constant computational cost. Similarly, the uncertainty set at the 14th minute is conservative until the 18th minute. The computational cost is reduced after this time because model validation is no longer performed due to poor conditioning at the onset of a utter instability.
The 8-, 10-, and 13-min test points require longer times than other test points. Figure 5 shows that the uncertainty at these three test points is increased to account for the time-varying dynamics of P true . Thus, the additional analysis time corresponds to the extra iterations required for invalidating the old uncertainty levels and computing new levels that are not invalidated by the ight data.
The ight path shown in Fig. 3 combined with Fig. 9 is indicative of the ef ciency of the robust stability algorithm; however, there are several aspects to a real ight-test program that are not easily modeled. For instance, the simulation did not take into account data transfer time between the aircraft and the control room.
2 Also, the simulation assumed a single data set generated at each test point could be used for model validation whereas typically several sets are required to generate a rich ight data set. 28 These issues are demonstrative of general ight test inef ciency resulting from data generation and analysis issues and should not detract from a speci c ef ciency analysis of the utterometer.
Given a good data set, the robust utter margins are computed for the majority of test points in less than 1 min with the largest analysis time being only 2.5 min. This clearly does not present an excessive computational burden to the ight program. In fact, the bene ts of the procedure are more emphasized when considering that the analysis time to generate this accurate predictor is comparable to the computational time required for traditional damping estimates that provide far less information about the true utter boundary.
Conclusions
An on-line implementation that computes robust utter margins throughout a ight test can provide valuable information for envelope expansion programs. This paper introduced a utterometer concept that uses this on-line implementation to indicate the distance in terms of a ight condition parameter between a test point and the nearest instability. A ight test of an F/A-18 is simulated to demonstrate the performance of the utterometer. The on-line implementation of the utterometer is able to account for unmodeled time-varying dynamics by updating an uncertainty description at every test point. Thus, the utterometer indicates a robust utter margin that remains conservative with respect to the true utter margins throughout the simulation. This tool could dramatically increase ef ciency of a ight test program by accurately predicting utter margins while increasing safety due to the conservativeness of the predictions.
